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This is a continuation of ACC 419 but with current specific industrial Accounting Software application. More detailed work is expected from the students. (e.g. XRLB Package, Oracle financial, Sun account, Quick Book, Lawson utility, Peachtree, SAP, Sage, SSPS WordPerfect, Microsoft Word, Lotus, Excel, Quatro-Pro, TSp, Wineas, E-View, Rats, Microfit, Pcgive etc.) will be taught using transactions from the beginning to the actual financial statement preparations.

Note: See details of course description for BFN425 & BFN427 in the Department of Banking & Finance.

GRADING SYSTEM

Class Test/Assignments = 20 marks
30%

Mid-semester Test =10 marks

Examination
End of Semester Examination =70 marks -70%
100%

Interpretation of GradePoints

A = 70 and above
B = 60  694
C = 50  593
D = 45  492
E = Below 450
Classes of degree are to be awarded depending on the cumulative GPA obtained. The classes of degree that may be awarded are First Class Honours, Second Class Honours (Upper Division), and Second Class Honours (Lower Division), Third Class Honours.